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Let k be a number field with Sk, the Sylow 2-subgroup of its ideal class 
group, isomorphic to the four-group. Then either the class number of the Hilbert 
class field to k is odd, or there is a unique nonabelian unmmified extension L 
of k of degree 8. The galois group g(L/k) is then the dihedral or quaternion 
group of order 8, and the occurrence of each is characterized in terms of Hilbert’s 
theorem 94. In the case k = Q(-m)l/r, m a positive square-free integer, we 
obtain this characterization in terms of arithmetic properties of the integer m. 
Let k be an algebraic number field, and denote by Sk, the Sylow-2- 
subgroup of its ideal class group (in the wide sense). If kl is the maximal 
abelian extension of k that is unramified at all primes (finite and infinite), 
with degree [k, : k] a power of 2, then by class field theory the galois group 
g(k,/k) and S, are canonically isomorphic. Let k, be the maximal abelian 
unramified 2-extension of knAl , then k,lk is a galois extension for each n, 
and k C k, G k, C *-- is the 2-class tower of k. It was shown by 
Furtwangler [2], and by Taussky [8], that if SI, is the four group, then 
Slcl is cyclic so that the 2-class tower terminates at either k, or k, . In this 
case, either the class number of k, is odd or there is a unique subfield L of 
k, for which the galois group g(L/k) is a nonabelian group of order 8. If 
Q is the quaternion group, and D is the dihedral group of order 8, then 
g(L/k) is isomorphic to either Q or D. We shall obtain a characterization 
of these two cases in terms of Hilbert’s theorem 94 for the intermediate 
quadratic fields, k C F C k, , of k,{k. 
Now, in general, if F/k is a cyclic unramified extension of prime degree, 
p, Hilbert’s theorem 94 [4] ensures the existence of an ideal of k of order p 
in the ideal class group C, of k that becomes a principal ideal when 
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extended to 10. Let j : C, -+ C, be the homomorphism of the class group 
of k to that ofFinduced by extension of ideals, so that Hilbert’s theorem 94 
implies that p divides the order of the kernel of j. In [9], Taussky makes 
the following definition: 
F/k satisfies condition A if and only if ( ker j n NF,k(CP)/ > 1 and F/k 
satisfies condition B if and only if 1 ker j n NFIB(CF)I = 1, where N,,,(C,) 
is the subgroup of C, generated by norms of ideals of F, and is the subgroup 
to which F corresponds by class field theory. 
We shall prove that if k has S, isomorphic to the four group, and if the 
class number of k, is even, then g(L/k) N Q if and only if each quadratic 
subfield k C F C k, satisfies condition A, or that g(L/k) c! D if and only if 
some quadratic subfield k C F C kl satisfies condition B. 
In the case that k is a complex quadratic field, k = Q(-m)llz, we 
shall describe g(k,/k) in terms of arithmetic conditions on m. 
1 
Let k be an algebraic number field such that the ideal class group of k 
has a Sylow 2 subgroup isomorphic to the four group. Let k C kl _C k, be 
the 2-class tower of k, and let G be the galois group of k,/k. Then if G’ is 
the commutator subgroup of G, we have G’ = g(ks/kl), and G/G’ = 
g(k,/k) N h/2h x Z/ZZ. Let Qm, D, , S, be the quaternion, dihedral and 
semidihedral groups of order 2m, so that in terms of generators and 
relations, 
Q,,, = (x, y j x2-* = y2 = a, a2 = 1, y-lxy = x-l), 
D, = (x, y j x2+l = y2 = 1, ~+xy = x-l), 
s, czz <x, y ( x2- = y2 = 1, y-lxy = p-2-l). 
By [3, Theorem 4.5, Chap. 51, of Gorenstein, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let P be a 2-group of order 2m, m > 1. If P/P’ N 
Z//22 x Z/22 then P is isomorphic to D,,, , Qm , or S,,, . 
Let Q = Q3 = the quaternion group. Then by Qm, we shall always 
mean m > 3. By Theorem 1, we see that G is isomorphic to one of D, , 
Q ~ , or S, . In each case, we see that G’ = (x2> is a cyclic group, and that 
the three subgroups of G of index two are 
HI= <x>, H, = <x2, Y>, H3 = <x2, xy). 
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If we let Fi be the subfield of k, fixed by Hi, then k C Fi C kl , 
for i = 1,2, 3, and Fi/k is a relative quadratic extension. 
If G’ # 1, so that k, property contains kl , we see that the subgroup 
(x4) is the unique subgroup of index 2 in G’ and hence is normal in G. If 
we let L be the subfield fixed by (x4>, then k C k, C L and g(L/k) is a 
nonabelian group of order 8. 
By class field theory, if Hi’ is the commutator subgroup of Hi, then 
Hi/Hi’ is isomorphic with & , the Sylow 2-subgroup of the ideal class 
group CF of the field F< . Now it is shown in [6], that FJk satisfies con- 
dition B if and only if the cohomology group, H2( g(FJk), CFz), is trivial. 
Since g(FJk) is a group of order 2, we see that 
ff2(dFdk), CFJ = H2(dFilk), si> 
= H”(G/Hi ) Hi/H,‘) 
N H”(G/Hi 3 Hi/Hi’). 
Furthermore, the homomorphism ji : Ck - C,$ induced by extension 
of ideals, corresponds, by the Artin reciprocity law to the group theoretical 
transfer 
Vi : G/G’ + Hi/Hi’. 
We are now in a position to catalog the cases in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let k C Fi C k, C L 5 k, be as above. 
(i) rf k, = kl , then Fi satisfies condition A and 1 ker ji j = 4, for 
i = 1,2,3, and G N E/2Z x Z/22. 
(ii) If g(L/k) N Q, then Fi satisfy condition A and ) ker ji / = 2 -for 
i = I, 2,3, and G N Q. 
(iii) [f g(L/k) N D, then F2, FS satisfy condition B and ) ker j, j = 
1 kerJ, 1 = 2. 
Furthermore: If Fl satis$ies condition B, then ( ker jl / = 2 and G rr S, , 
rf Fl satisftes condition A and 1 ker j, 1 = 2 &en G N Qn . rf Fl satisfies 
condition A and ] kerj, j = 4 then G N D, . 
COROLLARY. If k C k, C L as above, then g(Llk) N Q if and onIy ifall 
quadratic subfields of k,lk satisfy condition A, and g(LJk) N D if and only 
if there exists a quadratic extension k C F C k, , satisfying condition B. 
Proof of Theorem 2. If H is a subgroup of index 2 in G, let 
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G = H U ZH be a coset decomposition of G with respect to H. Then 
V : G/G’ -+ H/H’ is defined by: 
V(h) = hzhz-1 mod H’, 
V(zh) = (~h)~ mod H’, 
where h E His arbitrary. Also since Fi/k is a quadratic extension, we know 
that g(FJk) cli CR/NFiIk(CFI), so that NFilk(Cri) has index 2 in C, . 
If h E H, let fi = hH’ be the coset containing h in H/H’. 
(i) If k, = kl , then G = (x, y 1 x2 = y2 = 1) N Z/22 x Z/2iZ. If 
H C G is of index 2, then clearly V: G -P His the trivial map, and ker V = 
G = G/G’. Hence ker ji = Sk r) NF.,k(Si) for i = 1, 2, 3, and each 
quadratic extension FJk satisfies condiiion A. 
(ii) If g(L/k) N Q, then G/(x4) N Q and so we must have, by 
Theorem 1, G N Q = (x, y 1 9 = y2 = a, a2 = 1, y-lxy = x-l>. If HI = 
(x>, and if we set G/H, - (o), (T = yH, , then 0 acts on HI by inversion, 
i.e., u(X) = y-lxy = x-1. Now HO(G/H, , HJ = (subgroup of HI fixed 
pointwise by a}/(& * &)I h E HI}. Hence, H”(G/Hl , HJ = (E2>/{1} has 
order 2. Therefore F,lk satisfies condition A. Also if VI : G/G’ -+ HI/H,’ = 
HI then V,(x) = 1, V,(y) = y2 = x2 # 1, so ( ker V, 1 = 2. Since this 
argument holds for H, , H3 as well, we have (ii). 
(iii) If g(L/k) N D, then G N S, , Qm, or D, . If H = H2 or H3, 
then H’ = (x4), and H/H’ is an elementary abelian group of order 4. In 
either case, G/H = (a), where u = xH is the coset of H containing x, and 
u acts on H/H’ as follows: 
u(S) = x2 and u(jq = x5. 
Hence in either case, the set of elements of H/H’ fixed by G/H is the 
group (X2), and since X2 = j%( jj), the cohomology group HO(G/H, H/H’) 
is trivial. Hence by [6], we see that F,/k, F,/k satisfy condition B, and 
1 ker V, j = [ ker V, 1 = 2. 
Finally, we must investigate FJk, the quadratic extension given by the 
subgroup (x} = HI . In this case HI’ = 1, and G/H, = (T), where 
T = yH, is the coset of HI containing y. 
If G = S,,, , then m > 3 since G is a nonabelian, and T(X) = y-lxy = 
y-lxy = xzrnme-l. The group of elements of HI fixed by T is then (x~~-‘), and 
since x . T(X) = x~~-* we have HO(G/H, , HJ is trivial. Therefore F,lk 
satisfies condition B, with ( ker Vi I = 2. 
If G = Qnz, then T(X) = x-l, and so the group of elements fixed by T is 
(a). Since x . T(X) = 1 we see that HO(G/H, , HI) has order 2, and SO 
F,/k satisfies condition A. Furthermore since V,(y) = y2 = a # 1, we see 
that ( kerj, I = 2. 
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Finally, if G = D, , then T(X) = x-l, and so the group of fixed points 
of HI is (xam-“). S’ mce x * T(X) = 1 we again see that H”(G/HI , I&) has 
order 2, and so F,/k satisfies condition A. Furthermore V,(y) = y2 = 1, 
and V,(x) = x . T(X) = 1 so that ker VI = G/G’, and so ( kerj, I = 4. 
Since these cases are mutually exclusive and exhaust the possibilities, 
we have (iii). 
In this section we specialize to the case that k = Q(-m)l12, is a 
complex quadratic field for which Sk. is an elementary abelian group of 
order 4, where m is a positive square-free integer. We shall show that we 
can determine g(k,/k) in terms of the integer m. 
Let dK be the discriminant of k, so that dk = --m or -4m according as 
m = 3 (mod 4) or m = 1 or 2 (mod 4). By the well-known theorem of 
Gauss, the number of generators for the group S, , is t - 1, where t is the 
number of distinct prime factors of dk . Hence if SI, N Zl2S x Z/2& we 
must have t = 3. Furthermore by a result of Redei and Reichardt [7], we 
know that SI, contains an element of order 4, if and only if there is a fac- 
torization dk = dIdz of dk into fundamental discriminants dI and d2 such 
that xd (p) = 1 for every prime p dividing dz and xdl(q) = 1 for every 
prime 4 dividing dI , where xd is the Kronecker symbol modulo d. 
By using Theorem 2, we can determine the groups g(L/k), and 
g(k,/k) = G, if we know which quadratic extensions Fi , k C Fi C k, , 
satisfy conditions A or B, and the order of the kernel of the mapj, : C, -+ 
C,< . Now it is known (cf. Iwasawa [5]), that / kerji / = 1 IP(g(F,/k), Er,)j, 
where Eri is the group of units of Fi . Furthermore for an unramified 
extension Fi/k, the Herbrand quotient of the units implies that 
I f%PJk), &>I = 2 I ~“(g(Fi/k>, &)I. Since 
Ek/NFilk(EF,), and since El, = i&l}, we have 
H”(g(FiFilk), -%I) = 
1 kerji j = 2 if and only if - 1 is the norm of a unit of Fi , 
and 
j kerji ) = 4 if and only if - 1 is not the norm of a unit of F, . 
We shall need the following lemma on units. 
LEMMA 1. Let K = Q(a)li2 and let M = K(-b)li2 where a and b are 
positive integers. Suppose there is a prime ideal, Cp, of M which ramifies in 
M/K such that ‘p” divides the relative different B(M/K), and 2 # $3”. Then 
the units, EIM , of M are generated by the fundamental unit of K, and the 
roots of unity in M. 
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Proof. M = C.B(U~/~, -W) is a galois extension of Q, and K is the 
maximal real subfield of M. Hence g(M/K) = (CT), where u is the auto- 
morphism obtained by restricting complex conjugation to M. By the 
Dirichlet unit theorem, we know that EIM N W x (q), where W is the 
group of roots of unity in M, and 17 is a unit of infinite order. For any 
T E g(M/Q), since g(M/Q) is abelian, 
Hence the absolute value I T(u($/+ = 1 for any conjugate of ~($17. 
Therefore a? = <T for some root of unity 5. If 1 = 118, pt, where cl4 = 
p3 = 1, set Q = pztv. Then 
o(r),) = PLsptl) = 5187)1 *
Since ‘$?a divides ‘D(M/K), it follows that u is an element of the (n - l)st 
higher ramification group. Hence a(~) E Q (mod VP”), so that (cl8 - 1) 
?I E w and hence {I * - 1 E !JP, since r), is a unit. Therefore we must have 
cl8 = 1, since otherwise 5,” = 1 divides 2, but 2 is not an element of ‘p”. 
Therefore ~(r]~) = Q so that Q E K, and EM is generated by Wand EK . 
LEMMA 2. Let k = Cl!(-m)1/2, where m > 0 is a square free integer, 
and let dk be the discriminant of k. If dk = dIda is a factorization of dk into 
relatively prime discriminants, then F = k(d#/“, is an unramz$ed extension 
of k. If p is a prime dividing dl , and p is a prime ideal of k containing p, then 
p splits completely into distinct prime ideals in F if and only ifxdz( p) = 1. 
Proof. Since F = k(dl)1/2, the only prime ideals of k that could ramify 
in F must contain a prime divisor of dI . However F = k(d,)li2 as well, so 
that the prime ideals of k ramified in F must contain a prime divisor of d, . 
Since dI and dz are relatively prime, F/k is unramified. Let Sp be a prime 
ideal of F extending p. Since F/k is unramified, and p ramifies in k/Q, the 
inertial group of 5J3 is a subgroup of g(F/Q) of order 2. Since p does not 
divide dz , p is unramified in Q(d,)lj2 so that Q(&)1/2 is the inertial field for 
v. Now p splits into distinct prime ideals in F if and only if CI(dz)l’a is also 
the fixed field of the decomposition group of ‘$. This is so if and only ifp 
splits into distinct prime ideals in Q(d#/” which is equivalent to the 
condition xdz( p) = 1. 
Note that if dI has only one prime factor p, then the ideal p when exten- 
ded to F becomes a principal ideal (p = (-J-p)ll” or p = (1 - i) according 
as dI # -4 or dl = -4) so that the ideal class of p in k is an element of 
ker j, where j : C, -+ CF. Hence the ideal class of p is an element of 
ker j n NFIlc(CF) if and only if xd,( p) = 1. 
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We now consider the various possible cases for k = Q(-rr~)~/~ for 
which Sk is an elementary abelian group of order 4, and work, in detail, 
several typical cases. 
(i) Suppose k = Q(-pq)llz, wherepq are primes,p = q E I(mod 4), 
Then dk = -4pq, and applying the criterion of Rtdei and Reichardt, we 
must have (p/q) = -1 and pq = 5 (mod 8). If F = k( p)liz, then F/k is 
unramified. If c is the fundamental unit of Q( p)l12, then the norm of E to 
the rationals, Q, is - 1, so that - 1 E NFlk(EF), and so / kerj I = 2. Finally 
since (q/p) = - 1, we see that the prime p of k dividing p does not split in 
F, so that 1 kerj n NFIK(CF)I = I, and hence F/k satisfies condition B. 
Similarly k(q)1/2/k satisfies condition B. 
Finally, if F = k(- l)li2, and if c1 is the fundamental unit of a( pq)‘j2, 
then <I has norm - 1 (cf. Dirichlet [l]) since (p/q) = - 1, so again 
( keri ( = 2. If p2 is a prime of k dividing 2, then p2 becomes principal in 
F, and since pq = 5 (mod 8), pz stays prime in F so once more we have 
F/k satisfies condition B. Hence by Theorem 2, g(L/k) !X D, and g(k,/k) c! 
S,,, for some m, (e.g., k = Q(-S5)1~2). 
(ii) k = Q(-pq)1/2 p = q = 3 (mod 4). 
By the RCdei-Reichardt condition, we can take (p/q) = -1, and 
p E 3 (mod 8). If F = k(-q)1/2 = k(p)1/2, then K = Q(p)1/2 is the 
maximal real subfield of F. By Lemma 1, the units of F are W x (E), where 
W are the roots of unity of F and E is the fundamental unit of K. Since 
p = 3 (mod 4) we know that by Lemma 2 NFIL(c) = + 1, so that - 1 is 
not the norm of a unit of F, and hence j ker j [ = 4. Therefore we must 
have F/k satisfying condition A. 
Similarly if we take F = k(q)l12, F/k satisfies condition A, and 
1 kerj j = 4, so from Theorem 2 we see that k, = k, , and all quadratic 
subfields satisfy condition A. (e.g., k = &n(-21)V2). 
(iii) If k = Q(-pqr)li2, p, q, r prime with p z q z r E 3 (mod 4), 
then (p/q) = (q/r) = (r/p) and by the same arguments as in ii), k, = k, and 
all subfields satisfy condition A. (e.g., k = Q(-231)V2). 
(iv) If k = Q(--pqr)li2, where p = q = -r = 1 (mod 4) then there 
are two subcases: 
(a) if (p/q) = 1, then (r/p) = (r/q) = -1 and we have condition 
B for k(p)li2 and k(q)li2, while k(-r)‘i2 satisfies condition A. Furthermore 
for k( -r)1/2, j kerj I = 2 if E has norm - 1 to the rationals and 1 ker j / = 4 
if E has norm + 1, where E is the fundamental unit of Q(pq)l/2. These 
cases correspond by Theorem 2 to g(k,/k) E Q,,, and D, respectively. 
(e.g., k = Q(-435)l12 and k = Q(-1547)li2). 
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(b) If (p/q) = - 1 then we can take (v/p) = -1. In this case 
/~(p)~l”/k satisfies condition A, with 1 ker j 1 = 2. If (r/q) = -1 then 
k(q1j2)/k satisfies condition A, and so by Theorem 2, g&/k) N Q. (e.g., 
k = Q(-455)l/s). If (r/q) = 1 then k(q)*l”/k satisfies condition B so that 
Theorem 2 implies g&,/k) N Qnz (e.g., k = a(-195)1/z), this example is 
worked out in [2]). 
(v) If k = Q(-2pq)1/2, where p E q = 3 (mod 4) then the same 
arguments as (ii) show that for each of k(-p)‘/“/k, k(-q)li2/k, no unit has 
norm - 1 and hence 1 ker j 1 = 4 in both cases so that k, = k, . 
(vi) If k = Q(-2pq)1/2 where -p E q E 1 (mod 4), then there are 
several subcases: 
(a) If (q/p) = 1 then we must have -p = q = 5 (mod 8). If 
F = k(2)1/2, then since NFlk(l + 21j2) = -1, it follows that ) kerj 1 = 2. 
Also since -pq E 1 (mod 8), by Lemma 2 we see that a prime p of k 
dividing 2 splits in k(2)1/2, so that k(2)lj2/k satisfies condition A. 
If F = k(q)‘/“, then NFIk(e) = - 1 where E is the fundamental unit of 
Q(q)li2, so again ) ker j j = 2. Since (-2p/q) = -1, Lemma 2 implies 
that F/k satisfies condition B, so that from Theorem 2, g(k,/k) _N Qm 
(e.g., k = Q(-78)l12). 
(b) If (q/p) = -1 then the Redei-Reichardt criterion implies 
thatq=l,p=3(mod8),qz5,p=3(mod8)orqr5,p=7(mod8). 
In each case, as above, k(2)‘/“/k and k(q)l/“/k both have ) ker j ) = 2. If 
q=5=-p(mod8)th en -pq = 1 (mod 8) and (-2p/q) = 1 and both 
extensions satisfy condition A, so by Theorem 2, g(k,/k) N_ Q (e.g., 
k = GI(-30)1/2). If q E 5, p = 7 (mod 8) then -pq E 5 (mod 8) and 
(-2plg) = 1 so k(2)lj2/k satisfies condition B while k(q)‘l”/k satisfies 
condition A, and therefore g(k,/k) N Qm (e.g. k = Cl!(-70)1/2). Finally if 
q z 1, p E 3 (mod 8) then both k(2)1/2/k, k(q)l12/k satisfy condition B 
while k(-p)li2/k satisfies condition A since (2q/p) = 1, by Lemma 2. 
Applying Lemma 1 to k(-p) 112 = C~(-P~/~, 2q)“/“), we see that the fun- 
damental unit, E, of Q(2q)1/2 generates the units of k(-p)1/2, together with 
roots of unity. Hence -1 is the norm of a unit of k(-p)l12 if and only if 
- 1 = NrIk(e), and so I ker j 1 = 2 or 4 according as the fundamental unit, 
E, of CJ(2q)‘/2 has norm - 1 or 1. These cases correspond to g(k,/k) N Q,,, 
or D, , respectively (e.g., 4(-246)112, Q(- 102)li2). 
(vii) If k = &p(-2pq) 1/2, withp E q = 1 (mod 4). If (p/q) = 1 then 
by Redei-Reichardt, p = q E 5 (mod 8). Hence in this case both k(p)ll”/k 
and k(q)‘f”/k have ) ker j ) = 2 and (-2q/p) = -1 = (-2p/q) so that 
both extensions satisfy condition B. If F = k(-2)‘/” then F/k satisfies 
condition A since pq = 1 (mod 8). Furthermore, if Fp is a prime of F 
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dividing 2, ‘$Y divides the relative different %(F/Q(pq)l/z), so by Lemma 2, 
the fundamental unit, E, of Q(pq)1/2 generates the units of F together with 
the roots of unity of F, since 2 $ p3. Hence / ker j / = 2 or 4 according as E 
has norm - 1 or 1. These cases correspond to g&,/k) N Qm. or D, (e.g., 
k = Q( -290)112 and k = Q( -754)lj2). 
Finally if (p/q) = -1 then either p = Q = 5 (mod 8) or p = 5, q = 1 
(mod 8). In either case, all three extensions k(~)l/~/k, k(q)l12/k, and 
k(-2)1/2/k have ) kerj j = 2. If p = q = 5 (mod 8) then (-2q/p) = 1 =: 
(-2p/q) so k(p)l12/k and k(q)l12/k satisfy condition A, and by Theorem 2, 
g(k,/k) 31 Q (e.g., k = 4(-130)‘12). If p = 5, 9 = I (mod 8), then 
(-2q/p) = 1 and (-2p/q) = - 1 so that k(p)li2/k and k(q)‘i2/k satisfy 
conditions A and B, respectively, so that g(k,/k) ‘v QnL . (e.g., 
k = Q(-170)1/2). 
This provides a complete list of complex quadratic fields, k = CP(-m)l~z, 
for which SI, is an elementary abelian group of order 4, and describes in 
terms of arithmetic conditions on m, the behavior of the quadratic un- 
ramified extensions of k, with respect to Hilbert’s theorem 94. This allows 
us to determine the galois groups g(L/k), g(k,/k) by Theorem 2. 
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